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The electrode materials of Na-ion batteries must exhibit fast ion transport, a property that is
often negatively impacted when mobile cations order. Many layered Na (and K) intercalation
compounds adopt the P3 crystal structure, which tends to stabilize cation-vacancy orderings over
a wide range of Na concentrations. The ordered phases have been predicted to consist of domains
that are periodically separated by antiphase boundaries (APBs) to accommodate variations in Na
concentration. The mechanisms and rates with which Na diffuses within such ordered phases of P3
are not understood. We have conducted a first-principles study of Na diffusion in the P3 structure,
using NaxCoO2 as a model system. We find that most simple nearest-neighbor hops in Na-vacancy
ordered phases in P3 are to unstable endpoints and therefore forbidden. We identify an alternative
mechanism of Na transport that is mediated by APB migration via the formation and expansion
of kinks along domain boundaries. The limiting kinetic barriers for this mechanism are quite low
(0.03 eV to 0.30 eV). Vacancy defects are not required, and furthermore have formation energies
that are higher than those of the APB kink defects. Our results suggest that APB migration is a
fundamental diffusion mechanism in the P3 structure.

I. INTRODUCTION

Na-ion batteries continue to attract interest as cost-
effective alternatives to Li-ion batteries for select ap-
plications. In many reports, a layered transition-metal
oxide intercalated with Na is used as an electrode [1–
4]. Such compounds have already been widely adopted
as cathodes in Li-ion batteries due to their favorable
electrochemical properties [5–7]. An important criterion
for evaluating cathode materials is the ease with which
ions diffuse through the crystal, as the ionic conductiv-
ity of the electrodes contributes to overall rate capabil-
ity of the cell [8, 9]. Compared to Li, Na frequently
induces more structural phase transitions and stronger
ion-vacancy orderings[10–17], which can significantly af-
fect kinetics. Many issues associated with layered oxides
for Na intercalation also apply to their K analogues for
the emerging K-ion batteries[18–21].
Layered oxides can adopt a variety of host crystal

structures, each with distinct topologies of intercalant
sites. The O3 structure [22], favored by many Li interca-
lation compounds such as LixCoO2 [7, 17], hosts interca-
lating ions in octahedral sites that form two-dimensional
triangular lattices. The related O1 structure[23] also
hosts intercalating ions in octahedral sites. Hops between
nearest-neighbor octahedral sites of layered intercalation
compounds pass through intermediate tetrahedral sites.
This leads to diffusion mechanisms that are mediated by
divacancies, with important consequences for the concen-
tration dependence of the diffusion coefficient [8, 23, 24].
While layered Na intercalation compounds such as

NaxCoO2 also favor an O3 crystal structure at high
concentrations, they usually transform to a P3 struc-
ture upon Na extraction through a change in stacking
sequence of the two-dimensional transition-metal oxide
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FIG. 1. (a) Side view of P3-NaxCoO2, with Na shown hopping
between nearest-neighbor trigonal prismatic sites in the Na
layer. (b) Top view of the nearest-neighbor hop. (c) The same
view as (b) shown on the honeycomb network of possible Na
sites. Squares indicate sites that must be vacant in order for
the hop to occur. Structures visualized using VESTA [25].

building blocks[13, 22]. The P3 structure is shown in
Figure 1(a) for NaxCoO2. The Na ions of P3 occupy
trigonal prismatic sites that form two-dimensional hon-
eycomb networks. Elementary Na hops between nearest-
neighbor prismatic sites in P3 pass through the shared
face of their coordination prisms as illustrated in Figure
1. Simultaneous occupation of nearest-neighbor sites in
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P3 is highly unfavorable due to steric repulsion [14, 26].
The neighboring sites of the hop endpoints must there-
fore be vacant for a hop to occur as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1(c). Second-nearest-neighbor hops are also possible
in P3 if the intermediate nearest-neighbor site is unsta-
ble (Figure S1, Supplemental Material). These crystal-
lographic constraints lead to collective transport mecha-
nisms that remain unexplored and poorly understood. It
is generally believed that diffusion in P3 is faster than in
O3[17, 27–30], but the mechanisms that are responsible
for the enhanced ion mobility in P3 have not received
much attention.
In this study, we investigate diffusion mechanisms in

the P3 host structure from first principles, using P3-
NaxCoO2 as a model. Since layered Na intercalation
compounds exhibit stronger ordering tendencies than
their Li counterparts [13, 16], we focus in particular on
the role of Na ordering on transport kinetics. Ordered
phases introduce pronounced steps in the voltage pro-
file and can impact kinetics, often reducing the mobil-
ity and/or dimensionality of transport [24, 31]. Some
Na and K intercalation compounds that adopt the P3
host, including NaxCoO2, are predicted to exhibit fam-
ilies of hierarchical phases consisting of well-ordered do-
mains separated by a periodic array of antiphase bound-
aries (APBs) [16, 20, 21, 26]. Our systematic study of
diffusion in these ordered phases points to a transport
mechanism that is mediated by APB motion, as opposed
to mechanisms that rely on distinct vacancies or vacancy
clusters. This would make diffusion in P3 structures fun-
damentally distinct from the more conventional diffusion
mechanisms of O3 and O1 hosts [8, 23, 24].

II. BACKGROUND

Select examples of the hierarchical orderings consid-
ered in this study are shown in Figure 2 alongside cal-
culated and experimentally measured voltage curves for
NaxCoO2 [12, 26]. Each step in the voltage curve cor-
responds to an in-layer Na ordering, with the large step
at x = 1/2 corresponding to a particularly stable ground
state that has been named ζ [26]. The local ordering is re-
tained as the composition is decreased or increased from
x = 1/2, with changes in composition accommodated by
APBs between regions of the ζ ordering (shown as black
lines in the insets of Figure 2). There are two types
of APBs: One which introduces additional vacancies and
one which introduces additional Na. The average spacing
between APBs can be varied nearly continuously, giving
rise to a “Devil’s staircase”[32, 33] of orderings below and
above x = 1/2. This description is consistent with the
sloping, yet somewhat jagged structure of the measured
voltage profile.
The family of orderings just below x = 1/2 (for 2/5 ≤

x < 1/2) is labeled ζ−, while that just above x = 1/2
(for 1/2 < x ≤ 4/7) is labeled ζ+ [26]. The average
linear density of APBs is proportional to 1/2 − x and

FIG. 2. A section of the calculated voltage curve of NaxCoO2

from Reference 26. Experimental voltage curve taken from
Reference 12. Insets show the in-layer Na orderings of cal-
culated ground states at select compositions. Black lines in
insets represent antiphase boundaries between regions of the
x = 1/2 ordering.

x−1/2 for the ζ− and ζ+ orderings, respectively (derived
in Section S1, Supplemental Material). The composition
may equivalently be expressed in terms of the spacings
between APBs, which provides a convenient way to label
specific orderings within each family. For example, the
x = 5/11 and x = 6/11 orderings shown in Figure 2 are
labeled ζ−5 and ζ+6 , respectively [26].
The ζ− and ζ+ families of orderings were predicted to

be stable at room temperature in NaxCoO2 [26]. These
same intercalant orderings have also been predicted as
ground states in KxCoO2[20] and KxCrO2[21], indicating
that they are relevant in a wide range of related materi-
als. It is therefore desirable to determine how intercalant
migration occurs within such highly ordered phases. The
continuous nature of these families of orderings suggests
that transitions between individual phases during cycling
may be accommodated by the collective motion of APBs
through the crystal, but it is not immediately clear how
this would occur. We seek to determine the viability of
such a mechanism. We also wish to understand any dif-
ferences in behavior between the “diluted” boundaries of
the ζ− orderings (those that introduce additional vacan-
cies) and the “enriched boundaries” of the ζ+ orderings
(those that introduce additional Na). To study Na mi-
gration within these families of orderings, we chose one
representative ordering from each, namely the ζ−5 and ζ+6
orderings shown in Figure 2.

III. METHODS

First-principles calculations were performed using
large periodic supercells to calculate energies and migra-
tion barriers within the perfectly ordered regions of the
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ζ ordering and in the vicinity of APBs. Supercells of the
representative ζ− and ζ+ orderings (ζ−5 and ζ+6 ) were
chosen such that Na sites that are equidistant from an
APB are symmetrically equivalent, yielding three asym-
metric Na sites in each case (Figure S3, Supplemental
Material). The lowest energy stacking (under the de-
scribed symmetry constraint) of each of the two primitive
in-plane Na orderings was selected and tripled along the
boundary direction. Finally, the c lattice vector of each
supercell was adjusted to maximize the distance between
each atom and its nearest periodic image in the next
layer. The resulting supercells are shown in Figure S3 of
the Supplemental Material. The minimum distances be-
tween periodic image atoms in our calculations are 8.54 Å
and 9.75 Å for the ζ− and ζ+ supercells, respectively.
The Clusters Approach to Statistical Mechanics (CASM)
software package[34–37] was used to enumerate symmet-
rically distinct point defects and Na hops within the cho-
sen supercells. For all hops considered, we required that
the nearest-neighbor sites of the hop endpoint sites be
unoccupied to avoid steric repulsion.
Energies were calculated using the Vienna ab initio

Simulation Package (VASP)[38–41]. The projector aug-
mented wave (PAW) method[42, 43] was used with the
Na pv, Co, and O pseudopotentials and a plane-wave
energy cutoff of 530 eV. The optB86b-vdW exchange-
correlation functional[44–47] was employed to capture
van der Waals interactions, as it has been shown to be
effective in this system [26]. Γ-centered Monkhorst-Pack
meshes[48] of density 30 Å along each reciprocal lattice
vector were used to sample the Brillouin zone. Spin po-
larization was enabled, with all moments initialized ferro-
magnetically. Structures were relaxed using a force con-
vergence criterion of 0.02 eV/Å. The representative ζ−

and ζ+ structures were relaxed fully, but for all subse-
quent calculations the lattice was fixed to the relaxed
lattice of either the ζ− or ζ+ structure and only the ions
were allowed to relax. Migration energy pathways were
calculated via the nudged elastic band method as im-
plemented in VASP, using a minimum of seven images
between endpoints. Static calculations using the linear
tetrahedron method [49] were performed to obtain final
energies of all relaxed structures.

IV. RESULTS

We investigate defect formation and Na migration bar-
riers in the ζ−5 (x = 5/11) and ζ+6 (x = 6/11) orderings
of P3-NaxCoO2 to determine the mechanisms with which
Na diffusion occurs in the families of APB-containing P3
orderings. For brevity, we will refer to the ζ−5 and ζ+6
orderings as simply ζ− and ζ+, respectively. Our cal-
culations indicate that the endpoints of many Na hops
within the ζ− and ζ+ orderings are dynamically unsta-
ble: They either relax to a different configuration or are
found to reside on a local maximum of the energy surface
of the crystal as revealed with NEB calculations (some

examples of the latter case are shown in Figure S4, Sup-
plemental Material). We refer to these hops as “invalid”
as their endpoints do not coincide with local minima in
which the migrating Na ion can thermalize before per-
forming a subsequent hop.
While the majority of simple nearest-neighbor hops in

the ζ− and ζ+ orderings are found to be invalid, there
are a number of allowed hops along the APBs. These
valid hops are found to be crucial to Na transport as
they enable a straightforward mechanism for APB migra-
tion through kink formation and lateral expansion. Our
calculations predict exceedingly low migration barriers
for kink formation and expansion for the ζ− APBs, and
moderately low barriers for similar pathways in the ζ+

ordering. We also compare the defect energies required
for APB migration to vacancy formation energies and de-
termine that additional vacancies are unlikely to play a
significant role in Na transport within the well-ordered
ζ− and ζ+ phases.

A. Na migration in the perfect ζ− and ζ+ orderings

We enumerated all distinct one-atom first-nearest-
neighbor (1A1NN) hops within the perfect ζ− and ζ+

orderings. These are shown in Figure 3. Our calcula-
tions predict that almost all of these hops are invalid,
indicated by open-face red arrows in Figure 3. There is
only one allowed 1A1NN hop in the ζ− ordering and it
involves the Na closest to the APB hopping towards the
APB (black arrow in Figure 3(a)). For the ζ+ ordering,
all 1A1NN hops were found to be invalid. There are also
no valid one-atom second-nearest-neighbor hops in the
ζ+ ordering, as all of them would result in a simultane-
ous occupation of nearest-neighbor sites.
These results demonstrate the strong resilience of the ζ

ordering at x = 1/2 with respect antisite disorder, as the
Na in regions of perfect ζ ordering between APBs of ζ−

and ζ+ are quite restricted in their mobility despite being
surrounded by vacancies. In the apparent absence of sim-
ple Na migration mechanisms, we turn our attention to
the possibility of collective APB migration in the ζ− and
ζ+ orderings. This would allow for the local ζ ordering
between APBs to be retained but also for vacancies/Na
to move through the crystal with the APBs.

1. Boundary migration in the perfect ζ− ordering

An examination of the lone valid 1A1NN hop in the
ζ− ordering suggests a simple mechanism for APB mi-
gration. As shown in Figure 4, this hop forms a kink in
the APB, in which a section of the boundary is translated
away from the rest of the boundary. The calculated mi-
gration barrier for this hop is just 0.03 eV. Furthermore,
the end state of the hop has almost the same energy as
the initial state, indicating that there is no defect energy
associated with the kink (Figure 4). The remarkably low
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FIG. 3. Symmetrically distinct one-atom nearest-neighbor
Na hops in the representative (a) ζ− and (b) ζ+ orderings.
Dotted lines indicate the in-plane supercell. Solid black lines
indicate APBs. A filled-face black arrow indicates that the
hop is valid, while an open-face red arrow indicates that the
hop is invalid.

migration barrier implies that kinks may form readily in
the ζ−-type APBs.
Once this kind of kink has formed, it can expand via

subsequent 1A1NN hops involving the Na next to the
kink. As shown in Figure 5, the kink may expand in
either direction along the boundary with a migration
barrier of 0.03 eV, the same as that of the initial kink
formation. Note that while the kink expansion seems to
introduce no additional defect energy, these hops are nec-
essarily symmetric due to our particular choice of super-
cell (that is, endpoints A and B in Figure 5 are symmet-
rically equivalent). This symmetry also highlights that
these events may be viewed as either expansion or con-
traction of a kink, depending on the orientation of the
kink relative to the rest of the boundary.
From simple elementary hops, we have discovered a

mechanism for APB migration in the ζ− ordering. First
a kink in the boundary is formed, and then the kink
can expand such that the boundary as a whole trans-
lates. The individual migration barriers required for this
mechanism are very low, comparable to thermal energy
at room temperature.

2. Boundary migration in the perfect ζ+ ordering

For the perfect ζ+ ordering, we have identified a simi-
lar mechanism to that found in the ζ− ordering, in which
kinks in the APBs may form and then expand. Although
there is no 1A1NN hop possible in the perfect ζ+ or-
dering, there are more complicated, two-atom hops that
enable initial kink formation. Due to the orientation of
the APBs, there are two distinct Na sites that lie at the
boundary in the ζ+ ordering, and there are two valid
ways for these Na to collectively hop such that a kink is
formed, as shown in Figure 6. These must occur as si-
multaneous hops, as decomposing them into pairs of valid
1A1NN hops is not possible (Figure 3). There are two
distinct types of kinks, shown forming in Figure 6(a) and
(b). The two types of kinks have the same defect energy
of 0.22 eV, although the first type has a larger barrier to
formation than the second (0.28 eV vs 0.23 eV). While
these barriers are not as low as that of kink formation in
the ζ− ordering, they are still relatively low, suggesting
that these kinks may readily form at room temperature.

As with the ζ−-type APBs, once a kink has formed in
a ζ+-type APB it may expand via hops involving the Na
next to the kink. For example, the first type of kink
(shown forming in Figure 6(a)) may expand in either
direction through 1A1NN hops, as shown in Figure 7.
Expansion in either direction requires pairs of 1A1NN
hops that occur one after the other. For expansion in
one direction (Figure 7(a)), the two hops have compara-
ble barriers (0.04 eV and 0.05 eV), while for expansion
in the other direction (Figure 7(b)), the first hop has a
very low barrier and the second hop has a higher one
(0.02 eV and 0.10 eV). Note that in our chosen supercell,
the second type of kink (shown forming in Figure 6(b)),
is equivalent to endpoint C in Figure 7, so that type of
kink may expand by the reverse of the hops shown in
Figure 7. For completeness, this is illustrated in Figure
S5 of the Supplemental Material.

For the ζ+-type APBs, all barriers for kink expansion
hops are less than half of the barriers for kink formation.
The defect energy for kink expansion is also negligible,
as the migration barriers shown in Figure 7 are close
to symmetric. This suggests that for the ζ+ ordering,
kink formation is the limiting step in the APB migration
mechanism, as once a kink has formed its expansion is
relatively facile. The fact that the individual migration
barriers for 1A1NN ζ+ kink expansion hops are nearly
symmetric is consistent with the symmetry of the local
environments of these hops under reversal of the hop di-
rection, as shown in Figure S6 of the Supplemental Mate-
rial. The same symmetry of the local environment does
not exist for the equivalent 1A1NN hops occurring at
perfect boundaries (i.e. one-atom kink formation hops),
so in these cases one hop endpoint is preferred (Figure
S6, Supplemental Material). This symmetrization of the
local environment may explain why 1A1NN hops at per-
fect ζ+ boundaries are invalid but become valid in the
presence of a kink.
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FIG. 4. Migration energy for APB kink formation in the representative ζ− ordering. Dotted lines indicate the in-plane supercell.
Solid black lines indicate APBs. Green circles indicate the hopping Na and its periodic images, with the hop direction indicated
by black arrows.

FIG. 5. Migration energies for APB kink expansion in the representative ζ− ordering. (a) and (b) show the two possible
directions for expansion from an initial kink. Dotted lines indicate the in-plane supercell. Solid black lines indicate APBs.
Green circles indicate the hopping Na and its periodic images, with the hop direction and kink expansion direction indicated
by black arrows.

B. Vacancy formation

The ζ− and ζ+ orderings have compositions close to
x = 1/2 and therefore contain high concentrations of
vacancies. To assess the relevance of additional vacancies
that may mediate diffusion processes that are distinct
from those that lead to kink formation and expansion
(in the absence of additional vacancies), we calculated
vacancy formation energies in the ζ− and ζ+ orderings.

The vacancy formation energy in a particular ordered
phase that is stable at a Na chemical potential µ is given

by

Ef,Va = EVa − E + µ (1)

where EVa and E are the energies with and without a
single point vacancy, respectively. Each type of vacancy
defect has a vacancy formation energy that is a function
of µ, since the ordering into which the vacancy is in-
troduced is stable within a finite chemical potential (i.e.
voltage) window. We consider the vacancy formation en-
ergies within the µ windows that stabilize the ζ−5 and ζ+6
orderings. Note that this is likely an overestimation of
the actual stability window size, as there are likely inter-
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FIG. 6. Migration energies for APB kink formation in the representative ζ+ ordering. (a) and (b) show the two types of kinks
that can form. These hops occur as simultaneous two-atom hops. Dotted lines indicate the in-plane supercell. Solid black lines
indicate APBs. Green circles indicate the hopping Na and their periodic images, with the hop direction indicated by black
arrows.

FIG. 7. Migration energies for APB kink expansion in the representative ζ+ ordering. (a) and (b) show the two possible
directions for expansion from an initial kink. These hops occur as pairs of one-atom hops, with the numbers indicating their
order. Dotted lines indicate the in-plane supercell. Solid black lines indicate APBs. Green circles indicate the hopping Na and
their periodic images, with the hop direction and kink expansion direction indicated by black arrows.
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FIG. 8. Calculated formation energy windows of symmetri-
cally distinct point vacancies in the representative (a) ζ− and
(b) ζ+ orderings. Dotted lines indicate the in-plane super-
cell. Solid black lines indicate APBs. Squares indicate point
vacancies on different sites, labeled by site number.

mediate phases on the Devil’s staircase of orderings that
have not been explicitly included [26].
The average formation energies of point vacancies on

each of the three distinct Na sites in the ζ− and ζ+ order-
ings are listed in Figure 8, along with the energy window
of each ordering. The size of the energy windows are
small compared to the average vacancy formation ener-
gies, so we may use the averages as a convenient figure to
discuss relative magnitudes. For the ζ− ordering, where
the boundaries are more dilute than the bulk ordering,
vacancies prefer to lie away from the boundary (site 3).
For the ζ+ ordering, where the boundaries are more en-
riched than the bulk ordering, vacancies prefer to lie at
the boundary (sites 1 and 2). This is consistent with the
expectation that a homogeneous distribution of vacan-
cies is preferred. The lowest average vacancy formation
energy in the ζ− ordering is 0.21 eV, while the lowest in
the ζ+ ordering is 0.52 eV.
We can compare these vacancy formation energies to

the defect energies associated with APB migration in the
ζ− and ζ+ orderings (Section IVA) to assess whether
additional vacancies are likely to contribute to Na diffu-
sion. For the ζ− ordering, the vacancy formation energy
of 0.21 eV, while low, is not negligible. In contrast, the
defect energy for APB kink formation in the ζ− order-
ing is essentially zero. Hence, the concentration of APB
kinks should be significantly higher than the concentra-
tion of additional vacancies at room temperature in the
ζ− orderings. For the ζ+ ordering, the defect energy as-
sociated with APB kink formation of 0.22 eV (for both
types of kinks) is not insignificant, however, it is still less
than half of the lowest point vacancy formation energy of

0.52 eV. As with the ζ− ordering, the formation of APB
kinks is far more favorable than the formation of vacan-
cies in the ζ+ ordering. We also considered combined
kink-vacancy defects for the ζ+ ordering by enumerating
all distinct point vacancies in supercells containing either
of the two kinks shown in Figure 6. The lowest energy
kink-vacancy defect has an average formation energy of
0.45 eV, which while lower than lowest point vacancy for-
mation energy in the perfect ordering, is still significantly
higher than the APB kink formation energy without a
point vacancy. These results imply that even though ad-
ditional vacancies may increase the mobility of Na in the
ζ− and ζ+ orderings, their contribution to macroscopic
Na transport is likely to be negligible in comparison to
that mediated by APB migration via kink formation and
expansion.

V. DISCUSSION

In this study, we have investigated Na diffusion mecha-
nisms within highly ordered phases of P3-NaxCoO2. Two
sets of hierarchical Na ordered phases were examined that
are composed of regions of a single ordering (ζ) separated
by one of two types of APBs. In the ζ− orderings the
boundaries incorporate extra vacancies, while in the ζ+

orderings they incorporate extra Na. The APBs are not
defects, but are instead crucial features of the equilib-
rium phases, with the equilibrium density of APBs set
by the composition x. In the perfect orderings, diffusion
via simple one-atom hops appears to be quite limited, as
many endpoint configurations of these hops are unsta-
ble. There are, however, valid mechanisms in both the
ζ− and ζ+ orderings that enable the APBs themselves
to migrate. This can occur by the formation of a kink
in the boundary followed by the continual expansion of
the kink along the boundary (much like kink-mediated
processes for grain boundary motion[50, 51] or surface
step growth[52, 53]). Additional vacancies are not only
not required for this mechanism to occur, but also have
defect energies that are higher than those required for
APB migration.
While both the the diluted APBs of the ζ− orderings

and the enriched APBs of the ζ+ orderings allow for APB
migration, the mechanisms and the energies of these pro-
cesses are somewhat different. For the ζ−-type bound-
aries, kinks can form without incurring an energy penalty
and can form and expand via one-atom hops with a mi-
nuscule barrier of 0.03 eV. These hops are low enough
in energy that the motion of Na at the boundaries could
serve not only as a diffusion mechanism but also as a
possible source of entropy, further lowering the free en-
ergy of ζ− phases at finite temperature. We expect the
true ζ−-type APBs to be rough and dynamically shift-
ing, unlike the perfectly straight boundaries depicted in
Figure 2. In contrast, kinks in the ζ+-type boundaries
must form via two-atom hops with barriers about an or-
der of magnitude higher than those in the ζ− case. Be-
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cause there is also a significant kink defect energy for the
ζ+-type APBs, the reverse barriers are low, meaning it
is likely that most kinks that form will subsequently be
destroyed. However, kinks that persist can expand via
one-atom hops that have more modest barriers than the
initial kink formation. Based on these differences, we ex-
pect the ζ+-type APBs to be both less rough (containing
fewer kinks) and less mobile than the ζ−-type APBs.

In choosing a single representative from each family
of APB-based orderings, we neglect any potential com-
position dependence of the migration barriers. To begin
exploring the composition dependence of the migration
barriers, we varied the c lattice parameter, which depends
on composition and controls the spacing between CoO2

slabs. The interslab spacing is known to affect intercalant
migration barriers in layered oxide systems, with larger
spacings yielding lower barriers [8, 23, 24, 54]. We re-
calculated formation barriers for each type of APB kink
with the c lattice parameter fixed to that of the minimum
or maximum composition of the corresponding family of
orderings (x = 2/5 and x = 1/2 for ζ−, x = 1/2 and
x = 4/7 for ζ+), using the relaxed c lattice parameters
of the P3 ground state structures provided in Reference
26. As shown in Figure S7 of the Supplemental Mate-
rial, the kink formation barriers decrease with increasing
c lattice parameter, as expected. However, the variation
in the barriers is not large, as none of them change by
more than 0.01 eV over their respective c lattice param-
eter ranges. While the barriers for APB migration are
not strongly affected by the c lattice parameter changes
induced by varying composition, there are other factors,
such as in-layer electrostatic effects, that could influence
the barriers more significantly as one traverses each fam-
ily of orderings.

While the results of this study indicate that APB mi-
gration is an important mechanism of Na transport in
well-ordered P3 phases, we acknowledge that there could
be additional mechanisms that are important to diffu-
sion. It is possible that more complicated, coordinated
multi-atom hops are allowed, beyond the one- and two-
atom hops considered here. Such mechanisms would
likely be difficult to identify by enumeration, but could
perhaps be observed in molecular dynamics simulations
[31, 55]. We did investigate whether the formation of
APB kinks opens up any additional avenues for Na migra-
tion. For each type of APB kink, we calculated migration
barriers of 1A1NN hops in the vicinity of a single kink
(shown in Figure S8 of the Supplemental Material, with
the barriers of the valid hops listed in Table S1). As in the
perfect orderings, most of the hops are invalid, but there
are two valid hops for each type of kink besides the kink
expansion/destruction hops discussed previously. For the
ζ− kinks, these hops have barriers that are more than
double the barrier for kink expansion, while for the ζ+

kinks, some of the additional hops have barriers compa-
rable to those for kink expansion. This indicates that
there may be additional relevant diffusion pathways in
the ζ+ orderings, but APB migration remains a signifi-

cant mechanism for long-range diffusion.

Our results may have important implications for the
performance of P3-NaxCoO2 and related electrode mate-
rials that adopt similar intercalant orderings. If APB mi-
gration is indeed the dominant diffusion mechanism, then
long-range Na transport within a single crystal would
be confined not just to the two-dimensional intercala-
tion layers, but to a single dimension perpendicular to
the APBs. We would also expect the Na mobility to in-
crease with the density of APBs. This would result in a
sharp drop in the diffusion coefficient as the APB den-
sity approaches zero, which occurs near x = 1/2. At this
composition, where the ζ ordering is stable, alternative
mechanisms would take over, perhaps requiring vacancy
defects.

Any predictions of this study will be difficult to test
experimentally without understanding the macroscopic
consequences of the APB migration mechanism. While
we obtain low barriers for the elementary hops required
for APB migration, these may not necessarily translate
to fast bulk diffusion. Rapid localized hops may be highly
correlated such that back-and-forth hopping dominates.
The extent to which APB migration contributes to long-
range diffusion must be determined through kinetic mod-
eling, which could also provide estimates of effective Na
diffusion coefficients and their composition dependence.
However, our results reveal a subtle complication for
modeling efforts in that many configurations are found
to be mechanically unstable in P3. A general kinetic
Monte Carlo approach using cluster expansion techniques
[23, 24, 56–59] will likely encounter difficulties, as the un-
stable configurations may be erroneously visited during
simulations even if the cluster expansion assigns them
high formation energies. The development of a more con-
strained kinetic model to investigate APB migration will
be the focus of a future study.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have examined diffusion mechanisms in the layered
P3 crystal structure, which is adopted by many Na and
K intercalation compounds at intermediate compositions.
Using NaxCoO2 as a model system, we investigated Na
migration mechanisms in phases comprised of ordered re-
gions periodically separately by APBs. The Na in the or-
dered regions of these phases are largely immobile, how-
ever, atomic hops are possible along APBs, which lead to
APB kink nucleation and propagation and thereby medi-
ate Na diffusion through the crystal. This mechanism has
low kinetic barriers and does not require vacancy defects.
The results of this study suggest that APB migration,
though distinct from conventional vacancy-mediated dif-
fusion, is an important, if not dominant diffusion mecha-
nism in a variety of P3 layered intercalation compounds
that host APB-based ordered phases.
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